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ABSTRACT
A feedback control computer simulation model of the population system of India is synthesized by using system dynamics

methodology. The governing dynamic equations are solved using continuous system modelling program (CSMP) on IBM

370/155 computer. The model, for different birth control
policies, reproduces the past history of the sytem accurately.
It projects (up to the year 2026) the future growth of population ; birth and death rates; age structure; and total couples to
be covered for (1) different intensities of birth control, (2) increase in marriage age, and (3) better distribution of income

policies.

The model could be used as a tool to evaluate alternate policies
for long-term population planning and to make recommendations of suitable policies to reduce and stabilize the population
within minimum time. This model provides national policy
makers with a scientific basis to evaluate the impact of their
policies and thus to select the optimal one.

INTRODUCTION
India is currently facing the pressures of a large population.
The future needs of the population can be met only if the problems facing the country are studied in totality instead of studied
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by isolated microlevels. The pressures we are trying to alleviate
symptoms of an underlying set of forces. As we work on

are

these symptoms, we tend to shift pressures from one part of
the system to another. The underlying force, growing population, is the pressure producing other symptoms such as hunger,
energy shortage, inflation, and social unrest. Thus to solve some
of these problems, an attempt has been made to synthesize
a population system model of India using system dynamics
methodology developed by Forrester’3 and to evaluate the impact of birth control policies on the system to stabilize its

growth.
The objectives of this study are
(1) To synthesize the dynamics of the population system of
India to provide insight as to cause and effect within such
a system, and subsequently allow us to assess alternative
sequences of events which might take place in the future.
(2) To assess the impact of birth control policies on the
population system so that planners can select a policy ensuring minimum population level and ease of
implementation.
Existing world population models of Forrester; 14 Meadows et
a/.,&dquo;and Mesarovic and Pestel&dquo; project world population by
regions, rather than by countries. Forrester developed the
NOMENCLATURE

World Dynamics model, World 2. This model is characterized by interrelating five variables or &dquo;levels&dquo;: population, natural
resources, capital investment, capital-investment in agriculture
fraction, and pollution. The model centres around the dynamics
of world population growth as controlled by crowding, food
supply, pollution and natural resource depletion. Meadows et
a/.1& developed World 3, an extended version of World 2,
both in depth and content. The model represents, in separate
sectors, the two quantities most responsible for material growth:
population and capital. Both the above models view the world
as one homogeneous system.
Giving credence to the multilevel hierarchical organizations
of the world system, Mesarovic and Pestel&dquo; developed the
Multilevel Computer Model of World Development System.
The concept of organic growth patterns (as opposed to the
homogeneous growth concept in Meadows et al. 1&) has been
given due consideration in the growth of different regions of
the world in the Mesarovic-Pestelworld model. Still, a region
is not a country. The internal and external environment governing countries’ population growth is widely varying and different
from those of other countries. Therefore, it is necessary to develop individual population models of countries with their set
of goals, problems, assumptions, and solutions projected. With
these ideas in mind, we have modeled the population system
of India. The model is developed on the basis of data, and a
disaggregated growth concept based on age and distribution
of income in the population.

ANALYTICAL MODEL

Basic concepts
The population, at any time, equals the initial population plus
the difference between births and deaths. The number of births
in any year depends on two factors: the average fertility of a
woman who is of child-bearing age (roughly 15 to 45 years old)
and the total number of women in the population. The number
of deaths depends on the average mortality risk at each age
level and the number of people of that age. The Indian population is characterised by youth and high fertility. Thus, it provides added impetus towards high population growth rates.

Causal structure
The causal and feedback loop structure of the Indian population model is shown in Figure 1. The basic causal relations may
be summarized as follows:

(1) The population is disaggregated into 15 age levels (Table
1). Each level, in turn, is subdivided into four fractile
groups (Table 2), depending on the share of income contributed to the gross domestic product (GDP) of the
country.
(2) The number of births each year is a function of the
number of women in the (age-specific) reproductive age
group in the population, and of the average (age-specific)
probability of a woman giving birth that year (age-specific

fertility).
(3) Age-specific fertility is a function of total fertility and the
fertility schedule pattern.
(4) Total fertility depends on the fertility normal, which is a
measure of voluntary as well as non-voluntary factors and
of the number of standard couples protected under the
family planning measures. These measures include steri-

lisations, intra-uterine contraceptive devices, and the conventional contraceptives. The number of standard couples
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a function of the total number of fertile women and
decision making exogenously applied scenario policy
on the percentage of standard couples protected. Decision making exogenously applied scenario policy refers
to the future time variation of a particular policy (Table 3).

Table 1. Age levels

is

a

(5) The number of deaths per year is a function of the tota!
number of (age-specific) people in the population and the

age-specific probability of a
specific death rates).

(6)

Age-specific death

rate is a

person

dying that year (age-

function of the life expectancy.

(7) Life expectancy is determined by the life expectancy normal, which is a measure of voluntary and involuntary food
and health habits of the population, and of the availability of health services per capita and nutrition per capita.

Table 2. Income groups

(8) The nutrition per capita is

a

function of the per

capita

in-

food-purchasing power of the people.
(9) The per capita income of the population, in turn, depends
on the percentage share of the gross domestic product
(GDP) of each fractile group into which the population
come

and the

is divided.

Figure

1. The causal

diagram

of

population model.
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Table 3. Birth control policies (PSCP* scenarios).

of the lowest income group), the negative loop (-9) completely
overrides the positive loops (+7) and (+8) since at this low nutrition level (0-0.45), which is close to subsistence level, life expectancy is primarily controlled by nutrition level rather than
by health care per capita. For a nutrition level greater than or

equal to a, (representing population

*

PSCP:

Percentage of standard couples protected.

(10) The change in percentage share of income is effected

through a decision-making scenario policy proposed by
the modeler.

The causal diagram of Figure 1, delineating the abovementioned complex feedback relationships among the causal
factors, allows us to formulate the system model. The two interlocking feedback loops, (+1 and -6), express general demographic relationships common to all population systems. The
positive polarity of the loop (+1 ) shows the tendency of every
population to grow exponentially. The negative loop (-6) tends
to counteract the exponential growth generated by the positive
loop. At any given average life expectancy, the more people
in the population, the more deaths there will be each year.
More deaths will result in fewer people the following year. The
relative strengths of the two loops depend on the average agespecific fertility, life expectancy (giving rise to age-specific mortality), and relative delays within each loop. The delays, caused by the population age structure, can be significant (15 to
65 years). If the strengths of the two loops are equal, the population level will be constant; otherwise, the system will tend toward the loop of higher strength, thereby increasing or decreasing the growth process.
The external determinants, which influence the death rate, are
incorporated by means of feedback loops (+7), (+8), and (-9).
The effect of loop (+7) (connecting variables: deaths per year,
health care per capita through exogenous decision making and
life expectancy) is to provide better health care through decision making processes. For example, if there is an increase in
deaths per year occurring in a particular year, the decision
maker increases the health care per capita. This will increase
life expectancy resulting in a decrease of the age-specific mortality rate, subsequently causing a decrease in deaths per year.
Thus, the net effect is to increase the population size thereby
giving rise to positive loop action for the population. The explanation of the negative feedback loop (-9) is that as the
population increases, the tendency will be to decrease per
capita income. Low income level tends to lower per capita
nutrition, thereby reducing life expectancy which in turn should
increase the death rate, causing reduction in population. Thus,
the negative loop acts as a regulator. However, the relative
strength of the negative loop depends on the nutrition level
of the system at a given time.
For the nutrition level (defined as the ratio of per capita food
to the minimum food necessary per capita based
on calories required) lying between 0.0 and al (al equals 0.45
based on the data of the nutrition available for the population

availability

in

higher income groups),

the negative loop becomes dormant and the positive loop (+8)
takes over. The operation of the positive loop (+8) (connecting variables such as nutrition level, health care per capita
through endogenous decision making, life expectancy and
deaths per year) is through two stages of higher nutrition levels
depending upon its value lying between al and a2 or greater
than a2. (The value of a2iS chosen to be equal to 1, based on
its effect on life expectancy during the period 1951 to 1975).
For example, an increase of health care per capita at the nutrition level lying between al and a2 (brought about by say, a
decrease of population resulting in increased per capita food
availability thereby causing increased nutrition level) will increase the life expectancy. This results in a decrease of agespecific mortality rate, subsequently decreasing in deaths per
year. Thus, the net effect is to increase the population size,
thereby giving rise to positive loop action for the population.
The strength of the positive feedback loop (+8) is biased by
the nutrition level depending upon its value lying between
0.45 and a2 1 or >a2. For nutrition level between al and
al
az, the life expectancy value will be lower for every unit value
of health care per capita, whereas, for the nutrition level greater
than a2, the life expectancy value will be relatively higher per
unit value of health care per capita.
=

=

The feedback loop structure, controlling fertility, contains two
positive and three negative loops. The operation of the positive
feedback loop (+2), involves the causal elements: fertile
women, total reduction in total fertility (TRTF- births/female),
total fertility (TF-births/female), age-specific fertility rate (ASFR)
and births per year. The dynamics of loop (+2) is delayed by
15 years (the time taken by the new born to reach the reproductive age), relative to that of loop (-3). An increase in population due to births, causes a delayed increase in the number
of fertile women after 15 years. This in turn causes a decrease
in the &dquo;total reduction in total fertility&dquo; (TRTF-births/female,
refer to Equation 19). Now, a decrease in TRTF increases the
total fertility (TF-births/female over the entire reproductive lifetime ; refer to Equation 17), as well as the births, through the
media of age-specific fertility rates (ASFRs). Thus the action of
feedback loop (+2) results in an increase of population.
The action of feedback loop (+2) is countered to a certain extent by the negative loop (-3), because an increase in total
population, which is immediately felt in this loop (Equation 19),
causes an increase in TRTF, which in turn reduces TF (Equation 17). Thus the loop (-3) exerts a greater control over the
positive loop (+2), whose delayed effects are thereby considerably reduced. In a similar manner, the delayed action of
the negative loop (-4) may be analysed under the quick-acting

influence of the powerful negative feedback loop (-5).

The action of feedback loop (-5) takes place as follows: A high
value of total population is perceived by the decision maker,
who may set a higher target of percentage of standard couples
protected (PSCP); this increases the number of standard couples
protected, which ultimately reduces the total fertility, leading
to a reduction in the total number of births and hence the
population. The increase in population explained for loop (-5)
in turn introduces in loop (-4) a delayed increase in the number
of fertile women, which causes a further increase in the total
standard couples protected for the same amount of PSCP. This
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further increase in the total standard
the population to decrease.

Birth rate (BRG)

Governing equations of the population system
The population model is disaggregated into 15 age levels (Table
1) and each level in turn is divided into 4 fractile groups (depending on its percentage share of the national income as shown
in Table 2), thus making it a sixty-level population model. The
population, at any time in each of the sixty levels, is increased
by the input rate, such as birth rate (BRG) or maturation rate
(MAT) as the case may be, and decreased by the related death
rate (DR) and MA T15 or both. BRG acts as the input rate to
first age level only, whereas the respective MATs constitute the
input rates for the remaining 14 age levels.&dquo; Similarly, the
respective DRs and MATs act as output rates for the first 14
age levels, whereas only the DR acts as the output rate for the
fifteenth age level. Integration of these rates, summed up to
the corresponding initial value of the population, defines the
population at any given time.
The

population level equations are presented, followed by fertility equations affecting BRGs and mortality equations affecting DRs.

Population

level

Fertility equations

couples protected causes

equations

The population level equations for all age levels and for all the
four fertile groups could be written in the generalized form as
follows:

The birth rate is expressed as a function of the number of fertile women of the respective age group (FRW;,j) and the corresponding age-specific fertility rate (ASFR,,;), as shown below:

forj=1,4
BRGJ is the birth rate or births per year of the jth group
(births/year), ASFR;,, is the age-specific fertility rate of the ith
age level of the jth group (births/female/year), and FRW,., is
the fertile women in the ith age level of the jth group (females).
Fertile
The
tion

women

in

reproductive

wherein

FMRi,j is the female-male ratio of the ith age-level of
thejth group (dimensionless). However, in the absence of data
for all values of FMR,,,, we have made the following
assumptions:

to

wherein,

The

constants

FMR;

are

data.’,6,’,&dquo;
fori = 2,14 and= 1,4;= 1,4 represents jvarying from 1 to
4;i = 2,14 representsi varying from 2 to 14 and we adopt the
same symbol throughout this paper.

for/=L4
Now, summing
given by

(FRW;,;)

FRW,,, is evaluated in the model in terms of the populaP,,, and the respective female-male ratio (for¡) as follows:

Hence, Equation 6 is modified

forj=1,4

age group

up the

population,

we

have the

population P(t)

Age-specific fertility

average values

rates

computed

from past

(ASFR,,,)

ASFRs are the ratios of births, by age of mother to women in
each age interval, usually in five year age intervals. The agespecific fertility (number of births/women/year) is influenced
both by the total number of children borne by each woman
during her reproductive lifetime (known as total fertility, TF)
and by the age of each woman at the birth of each child giving rise to certain fertility patterns (characterized by age-specific
fertility weightages ASFW,,;). ASFW is the ratio of age-specific
births, expressed as a percentage of total births contributed by
the entire reproductive age group.&dquo; Thus, age-specific fertility rate ASFR,,; is given by

is the age-specific fertility rate (births/female/year), TF,
is the total fertility (births/female), ASFWi,j is the age-specific
fertility weightages of the ith age level (dimensionless), and ASS
is the age-specific span of the fertile period, years. In the

ASFR,,,
where P is the population (persons), P,,; is the population of
the ith level of the ith group (perspns), BRGJ is birth rate of
the jth group (persons/year or births/year), DR;,; is death rate
of the ith level of the jth group (persons/year or deaths/year),
and MAT;,; is maturation rate of the ith level of the jth group

absence of

specific data the following assumptions

are

made

(persons/year).
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for i = 5,10
ASFW, in the computer simulation is generated by a PROCED
function, DPI, the values of these weightages’8 for the years
1950 to 1967, 1968, and for 1969 to 2001 are given, respec-

tively by

(births/year/1000 persons), RLT is the reproductive lifetime
P is the total population (persons), and PRW is proportion of reproductive women.
Family planning measures were minimal during the decade
1951-1961. It has been estimated9 that due to family planning
measures the birth rate has registered a decrease of about 2.02
births per thousand population during the decade 1961-1971.
tion

Table 4.

Table 4. Age-specitic

fertility weightages (ASFW,).

(years),

From Agarwala,&dquo; an estimate of the reduction in birth rate per
thousand population per standard couple protected (RBRPTS)
is made, and is found to be 2.02 births per thousand population per 7.646 X 106 standard couples protected (SCP). Then

Therefore,
TRBRPT is the total reduction in birth rate per thousand population (births/year/ 000 persons), RBRPTS is the reduction in birth
rate per thousand population per standard couples protected
(births/year/person/1000 persons), and SCP is the standard

Hence, Equation 10 becomes
and

Now, Equation 5 is modified and represented

Total

as

follows:

fertility (TF)

Herein,

we

consider TF

represented by

TFN

as a

function of

demographic factors

(total fertility normal) and external

(socioeconomic) influences causing total reduction in total ferWe find 20 that before family planning measures
were introduced to reduce TF, it was found to be mainly a function of demographic factors such as age structure, etc.
(Saxena 19). Therefore, we take that value of TF, as the total
fertility normal (TFN), which is assigned the value 6 in light of
the fact that Indian TF has varied between 5 and 7 in the
past.’9 TF is generated as a function of TFN and the total
reduction in fertility (TRTF) due to family planning acting on
TFN as follows:

tility (TRTF).

couples protected (persons).
Since the couples currently protected by sterilization, intrauterine contraceptives and conventional contraceptives, belong
to various age-groups, their effect on fertility cannot be assessed directly. In order to overcome this difficulty, the couples
currently protected were converted into equivalent couples,
known as standard couples (defined as those belonging to the
age group 20-24 years) by multiplying the fertile women in each
group by its respective conversion factors (CONFI) based on
marital age-specific fertility rates. SCP is expressed as the product of total standard couples (TSC) and the percentage of standard couples protected (PSCP), and is given by
SCP

=

TSC

x

(PSCPI100)

(24)

where SCP is standard couples protected (persons), TSC is total
standard couples (persons), and PSCP is percentage of standard couples protected (dimensionless).
The value of total standard couples is obtained by multiplying
the number of fertile women in the respective age level by its
conversion factor (CONFI) . CONFI represents conversion factors utilized to convert the couples protected by all methods
of birth control into equivalent couples (known as standard
couples) belonging to the age group 20-24 years. This is done
as follows:

where TF is the total fertility (births/female), TFN is the total
fertility normal (births/female), and TRTF is the total reduction
in total fertility (births/female).

Now,

formulate the effect of family
the following procedure:

to

adopt

planning

on

TRTF,

we

wherein

FRW;,;

is defined

RLT = 30 years

wherein,

and from Seal et

by (8),

and

(21)

TRTF is the total reduction in total fertility (births/female),
TRBRPT is the total reduction in birth rate per thousand popula-

al./1

we

find the values of CONFI

as

follows:

TSC is total standard couples (persons), FRW;,; is fertile women
of the ith age level of the ith group (females), and CONF, is
the conversion factor of the ith age group (dimensionless).

Now,
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PSCP is percentage of standard

couples protected (dimen-

sionless). The function Fi is defined

as

any one of the scenario
YR t + 1951 (19511

policy functions generated by Table 4, and
is the initial time in

our

for family planning purposes, is obtained
number of couples protected (TCP):

where TCP is the total

=

model). Additional useful information,

by calculating the total

couples protected (persons).

Mortality equations
The number of deaths in each age level (DR;,j each year is
calculated from the number of people in the age level (Pij) times
the age-specific death rate (/B5D,~) for that age level. Agespecific death rates (or mortality rates) are defined as the
nonlinear function of life expectancy (LE). The functional relationships between LE (life expectancy) and ASDs are calculated
for a 15 age-level structure of population on similar lines as
by Meadows et a/.1& but by using life-table&dquo; for the Indian
population. Life expectancy (LEFG) is defined as a function of
two variables: nutrition and health care characterized by
lifetime multiplier due to food (LMFG) and lifetime multiplier
due to health (LMHG) acting on life expectancy normal
(LENFG). The governing equations are stated as follows:

and

DRT;,_; is the death rate of the ith age level of the ith group
(deaths/year), DR is the death rate of the total population
(deaths/year), Pi,; is the population of the ith age level of the
jih group (persons), and ASD;,; is the age-specific death rate
of the ith age level of jth group (deaths/person/year).

Age-specific death rates (ASD)
Age-specific death rate ASDi,j is given by

Life expectancy (LE)
Life expectancy at birth is defined as the average number of
years a person is expected to live and is denoted by &dquo;LE&dquo;. Many
factors interact to influence LE. We consider the three factors
most commonly cited as important determinants of mortality
to be income, health care and nutrition. LE increases as any
of these three factors improves. The multiplier approach&dquo; was
adopted to approximately quantify the associated causal relationships based on the physical, biological, economic and environmental data on India. This is presented as follows:

is the life expectancy of fractile group j(years), LENFG
is the life expectancy normal of fractile group (years), LMFGJ
is the lifetime multiplier due to food of fractile group (dimensionless), and LMHGJ is the lifetime multiplier due to health
of fractile group j(dimensionless).

LEFGJ

Average LE, during the period 1931-1951 is considered as
LENFG (Ministry of Health,’ Census,3 and Datt et al.’2).
LENFG 31.9 (based on data)
(35)
=

LEFGJ is the life expectancy of fractile group j (years). In the
absence of sufficient data, we have assumed the variation of
function F, to be the same for all the four income groups
(j 1,4). ASD;,; is generated in the computer simulation by 15
MACRO ASDIJ functions. For example, one of the MACRO
functions is represented as follows:
=

multiplier due to food (LMFG;)
Lifetime multiplier due to food (LMFG,) is defined as the function of nutrition level of fractile group (NULFGj). Nutrition level
Lifetime

(NULFG;)

N ULFG;

The 15 functions F¡(LEFG) of (32),
given as follows:

represented by ASDIJT,

are

is defined
=

as

PCFFG;/MN FPC; j= 1,4

(36)

NULFGJ is the nutrition level of fractile group j (dimensionless),
PCFFGj is the per capita food availability of fractile group jI
(calories/person/year) which is a function of the purchasing
power (income dependent) of different income groups, and
MNFPC is the minimum food necessary per capita (calories/person/year), fixed at 2,250 calories per person per da Y12
MNFPC

=

8.2125

x

1 OS

calories/person/year

The three nutrition levels considered in

our

(37)
model

are
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where a, = 0.45 and a2 = 1.

(41)

The values of a, and a2 are chosen from past data in conformity with nutrition level situations in the past.

Now, lifetime multiplier due

to

food

(LMFG~)

is defined

as:

and

the first and second values are the HCPCRJ and LMHGJ values,
respectively. The details of the basis of these values are given
in Janahanlal.15 The assumptions made from arriving at these
functional forms are verified by sensitivity analysis.

capita ratio (HCPCR;)
per capita ratio (HCPCR) is defined as the health
(facilities available) per capita divided by the health care

Health

care

Health

care

care

per

capita

per

in 1958. The selection of the year 1958 is based on
care facilities available from that year. HCPCRJ

increased health

for j = 1,4
Lifetime

is

multiplier

due to health

For nutrition level 0 <
effect of LMHG, and

(LMHG;)
NULFG, < 0.45, LMFGJ over-rides the
LMFGJ is given by Equation 42 and
(44)

LMHG; =1
For the nutrition

NULFGj < 1 and NULFGj ~ 1,
the lifetime multiplier LMHG, is given by Equations 45 and 46
respectively and LMFGJ takes the value of 1.
LMHGj

=

levels,

0.45 <

F16(HCPCR);

forj=1,4
LMHGJ = F17(HCPCR)

for j = 1,4
HCPCRJ is the health

care

per

(dimensionless).

capita

ratio of fractile

In the absence of data for HCPC

(for j= 1,4),

we

make the

assumption
Then,

(45)

and

(46)

HCPCR is the health care per capita ratio (dimensionless),
HCPC is the health care per capita (rupees/person/year), and
HCPC58 is the 1958 value of HCPC (rupees/person/year).
Presently the value of 100 rupees (Indian currency) varies between 10 and 11 U.S. dollars. The health care facilities in Rs.
are in 1960 constant prices. The current price is obtained by
multiplying 1960 prices by a factor of 4.85 to allow for inflation.

groupi

The value for
0.45 <

given by

LMHGJ, for nutrition levels 0 < NULFGJ < 0.45,
NULFG, < 1 and NULFGJ >1 are given by Equation 44,

functions F16 and F&dquo;, respectively. The functions F16 and F&dquo;
are generated in the CSMP computer simulation by a MACRO
LMHIJ as a function of HCPCRI, given by table functions SI136T,
SE136T and BE136T respectively.

The function Fls(t) is generated as a function of time based on
data, from CS04, F and AO9, and CNR’ and scenario points
in the computer simulation by the nonlinear function
NLFGEN(GA136T). Scenario is the time variation of the particular variable in the future. The scenario points are determined
by continuing the past trend of the variable into the future. The
functional form of F~8(t) in the CSMP simulation is given as
follows:

Maturity equations
The table functions (based

on data, Registrar General
India,e CSOS), 5)136T, SE136T, and BE136T are represented
CSMP simulation by:

of
in

The maturation rate (MAT), from the 0 to 1, and 1 to 4 age
groups, simply equals the total number of 0 to 1 year olds,
minus the number deceased. Hence, it is given by the product
of the population in the 0 to 1 age group and the survival probability (1 -ASM.j) to reach the second age level. The MAT
from 1 to 4 years old level to the next level is 1/4 of the contents of this second level (Pz,;) minus the number of deaths
[given by (1-ASM2,~)] that have taken place. In general,
maturation rate (MAT.j) is a function of survival probability
(1 -ASM;,) and the age-specific span (ASS;,). The maturity
equation now, could be written as
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projections for various
the next section.

for i = 1,14 and j = 1,4

policies

or

scenarios,

discussed in

as

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MATi,j is the maturation rate of ith age level of jth group (persons/year), ASM~,; is the age specific mortality rate of the ith
age level of thejth group (dimensionless), and ASS;~; is the agespecific span of the ith age level of the jth group (years).
Since ASM;,; are the same as the age-specific death rates
(ASD;,;), we substituted ASDi,j for ASM;,; in the computer program equations when evaluating MATs. The CSMP system
dynamics flow diagram of the population system is shown in
Figure 2. Symbols used in Figure 2 conform to the definitions
of the system dynamics flow diagram of Forrester.
Indicators
Birth (BRT) and death (DRT) rates are usually expressed for one
thousand population. Hence we calculate BRT and DRT as indicators to get a gross picture of birth and death rates per thousand as follows:

and

SIMULATION OF THE MODEL

Simulation and validation
have formulated the population system model

We
in terms of
its causal elements based on rationale and available data. The
next step is to examine the dynamic behaviour of this system

whole, compared to the behaviour of the real-world
system. When the model system generates a reasonable simulation of the real system under a wide variety of conditions, we
can have confidence in the model as a useful representation
of reality.
as a

For simulation purposes, the model has an input, as shown in
Figure 1, from the gross domestic product (GDP); this is assumed to increase at 5% per annum, based on our model for the
GDP sector.&dquo; Since the model is a multiloop, higher order,

nonlinear and complex interacting system (as indicated by
Figure 1 and by the governing equations presented in the earlier
section), it is solved by computer simulation using the continuous system modelling program (CSMP) on an IBM 370/155
computer. The computer time taken for each computer run
is about five minutes. Since the computer program involves
approximately 500 equations, it is not presented here.

The population system model is simulated, by adopting 1951
as the initial year. It is found that, for birth control policy RUN1,
the model accurately (within 2% error) reproduces the past
history (from 1951 to 1982) of system variables, namely, population (P), birth rates (BRT), death rates (DRT), nutrition level
(NULFG;), total fertility (TF), total couples protected (TCP) and
age structure.3-5,6,8,&dquo;,’8 Now the model could be used for future

We present here the model system behaviour for finding the
impact of birth control policies, characterized by variations of
percentage of standard couples protected, as represented in
Table 3. Other policies are studied, such as effect of increase
in marriage age and income redistribution are also studied.
These policies and their variations with time are presented in
Table 3 in detail.

Trends in
low

population,
intensity of

birth and death rates for
birth control policy

Figure 3 presents the trends in population for low intensity of
birth control policy represented by RUNS. The results of this
policy show that the population rises from 626 million in 1976
to 1180 million in 2001. This is nearly in agreement with the
results obtained by Ambannavar10 for high projections. This is
an alarming situation, necessitating the immediate implementation of sound population birth control policies.

Population, birth and death rate trends for a
moderate intensity of birth control policy (RUN1)
Figure 3 shows the population trends for various population
birth control policies (Table 3). RUN1 policy (Figure 3) shows
the population trends for a moderate annual increase in PSCP,
annually by 3% between 1975 and 1980, 4% between 1980
and 1990 and 2.73% between 1990 and 2001. The population
first rises, attaining a value of 868 million in the year 2001, and
then reaches an equilibrium level of 870 million in the year
2004. This equilibrium is maintained until the year 2013; thereafter, the population decreases and reduces to a value of 852
million in the year 2026. Figure 4 shows the time variations
of BRs and DRs in millions and birth rate per thousand and
death rates per thousand (BRT, DRT) for policy RUN 1. BR initially increases up to the year 1979 and then decreases. The
initial increase in BR is due to the large proportion of people
in the lower age groups, as seen from the 1975 age structure
(Table 5). The death rate DR decreases continuously up to the
year 1975 and remains constant until 2001. The death rate per
thousand DRT (13 in 1975) decreases slowly and remains constant at the value of 8 from year 2001 to 2004. The birth rate
per thousand (BRT) shows a declining trend (36.5 in 1975) due
to the initial high population and thereafter reaches a value
of 8 in 2001 to 2004, thereby making birth and death rates equal
and stabilizing the population. We see from Figure 3 and 4 that
even though birth control programs are introduced from 1975
onwards, it will take at least 6 years before a decline in population growth rate is felt. This is due to the effect of demographic
factors, such as high population in the lower age groups shown

by population age structure in our model,
tinuation of the initial high momentum of

giving

rise to

a con-

population growth.

Population, birth and death rate trends
due to moderate intensity of birth control policy
and increase in marriage age
Policy RUN1 (1) in Figure 3 shows the population trend for an
increase in marriage age for women from 15 to 20; the percen-

tage of standard couples protected (PSCP) or intensity of birth
control level remains the same as for policy RUN1. It is found
that the nature of variation of population for this policy is similar
to RUN1, attaining a value of 847 million in the year 2001 and
111
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then reaching an equilibrium level at a value of 850 million
in the year 2005. This equilibrium is maintained up to the year
2021. and thereafter population decreases and reaches a value
of 842 million in the year 2026. This policy has the impact of
reducing the total population (as compared to RUN 1) by 20
million in the year 2001. Figure 5 shows the corresponding
variation of birth and death rates.

Population trends due to moderate birth control
policy and income redistribution
Policy RUN 1 (2) in Figure 3 studies the impact of a more
equitable distribution of income (according to details in Table
3) on the population growth. This policy results in better nutri-

tion levels for the lowest and intermediate income groups.
Nutrition level at a magnitude of 1 represents the nondimensionalised value of the minimum food requirements for Indian
population (2,250 calories/capita/day). Better nutrition increases
the life expectancy, leading to a decrease in the DR; the BRs
remain nearly the same as for RUN 1, thus resulting in an increase of total population, as compared to policy RUN 1, by
20 million in the year 2001. The population variation is similar
to the policy RUN 1 ; it attains a maximum of 887 million in the
year 2006 and retaining the equilibrium value up to the year
2013. The population, after the year 2013, decreases and reaches a value of 865 million in the year 2026.

Population, birth and death rate trends for
high intensities of birth control policies

Figure 3. Population variations and trends due to different birth control
policies, increase m marriage age and redistribution of income policy (for
details refer

to

Tables 1, 2, and 4).

Figure 4.

The policies RUN4, RUN3 and RUN2 (Figure 3) respectively,
show the increased intensities of birth control levels, characterized by percentage of standard couples protected (PSCP),
as shown in Table 3. Policies RUN4, RUN3 and RUN2 show
a slow rising trend in population, attaining maximum equilibrium levels of 830 million, 8111 million and 785 million, in the

Birth and death rate variations and trends for moderate intensity of birth control

policy

RUN1.
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Table 5. Age structure for

policies RUN 1,

RUN 1 (1) and RUN2 in the years

1975, 2001, and 2026.

Mesarovic and Pester). Figure 6 represents the variations
in birth and death rates for policies RUN2.

by

couples protected due
family planning policies

Trends in total

different

to

Total number of couples protected (TCP) is obtained by
multiplying the actual number of couples covered by all
methods of birth control by use effectiveness of the respective
methods.

Figure 7 shows the time variation of the TCP for the reproductive age groups for policies RUN1, RUN1(1), RUN1(2), RUN4,
RUN3, and RUN2. Since the policies RUN4, RUN3 and RUN2
represent increasing order of birth control policy levels (PSCP)
during the period of 1975 to 1980; there is a steep rise in the
TCP for RUN2 as compared to RUN3 and RUN4. We find that

the government of India’s target of TCP to be achieved in the
year 1977 coincided with the yearly target of total couples to
be protected by the policy RUN4 for the year 1977-1978. If
this policy were to be followed it could be shown that the future
population will reach a value of 810 million by the year 2001
and an equilibrium value of 830 million by the year 2014.
years 2014, 2015 and 2016, respectively. These equilibrium
levels are maintained up to the year 2020. Thereafter, the populations for these policies decrease slightly up to the year 2026.

Thus, comparing these policies with earlier policies,

we see

that policies with moderate intensities of family planning (RUN 1,
RUN 1 (1) and RUN 1 (2)) enable the attainment of equilibrium
at higher total population level earlier than policies with high
intensities of family planning (RUN4, RUN3 and RUN2). RUN2,
with the maximum possible intensity of family planning, shows
that the population could, at most, be made to reduce to a
level of 760 million in the year 2001 and 785 million in the
year 2016. It may be interesting to note here that the policy
RUN3 coincided with the yearly target of the birth control
policy level set by the government of India for the year 1976.
It is also found that any implemented population policy would
cause the population to stabilize only after about 30 years (in
agreement with results obtained by world population models

Figure

Changes in age structure of population due to
birth control policies (RUN1, RUN1 (1) and RUN2)
important for proper provision of
employment opportunities, education facilities, health care

The age structure becomes

etc. The nature of the age structure of the Indian population for the year 1975 is similar to the age structure shown
by Mesarovic and Pestel&dquo; in their Multilevel Computer Model
of World Development System for Southeast Asia. The age
structures for the years 1975, 2001 and 2026 for policies RUN1,
RUN 1 (1) and RUN2 are represented in Table 5. The fractions
of population (for corresponding policies and years) multiplied
by respective populations will give the actual population in the
respective age groups. The information will help in proper planning for providing educational facilities, employment opportunities, and health care facilities and also in selection of suitable
birth control policy for implementation considering the available national resources.

facilities,

5. Birth and death rate variations and trends for moderate

marriage

age

policy

intensity of birth control and increase in

RUN 1 (1).
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Figure 6. Birth and death

rate variations

and trends for

Sensitivity analysis

clusions

The model

developed in this study is a device for testing the
implications of alternative assumptions, not a predictor of future

Since many of the model’s parameters may be inaccurate, due to lack of data or inaccuracies in data, it is important to understand how the conclusions drawn from the model
may be influenced by errors in their values. Are the behaviour
modes generated by the system equations sensitive to the
numerical assumptions included in the equations? A thorough
answer to this question would require hundreds of sample
model runs, varying every parameter over its entire reasonable
range, with all possible combinations of other parameter variations. In this study (Janahanlal15) we have made the sensitivity analysis of those parameters which seem to be the most sensitive to quantitative changes and also those about which we
have insufficient information. Since space is limited and conevents.

Figure 7.

variations and trends

high intensity of birth

m

total couples

only

are

one

control

policy

RUN2.

similar, we have included sensitivity analysis on
important parameter (RBRPTS) in this paper.

very

Sensitivity of demographic variables to changes in reduction
in birth rate per thousand (RBRPTS)

This is a very important parameter since it has a direct bearing
on the reduction of TF which in turn affects age-specific fertility rates, leading ultimately to a decrease in BR and P. The value
of RBRPTS is computed from data. The possibility of wide variations in the demographic variables is high due to a small data
error in RBRPTS. This is because RBRPTS is multiplied by SCP
(which is of the order of millions) to generate total reduction
in birth rate per thousand population. We find that such a
change affects TF, BR and subsequently P to a considerable
extent (fefer to Equations 1 to 5, 14, and 17 to 23). Data on
SCP has been calculated by Seal et al.21 Data pertaining to the

protected for different

intensities

marriage age mcrease, and income redistribution

of birth control

policies,

policy.
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reduction in birth

planning

rate per

measures

As is the usual

thousand

population due to family

alone, has been computed by Agarwala.’

case

in studies of this nature, the above data

supplied by Seal et al.21 and Agarwala9 might not be completely free from assumptions in their computations. Dependence on scanty and imprecise data posed problems. Since

other data was available, we have made use of the above
to evaluate RBRPTS, which is found to be equal to
0.26419 x 10-6.
no

data

Hence, it is appropriate to test the sensitivity of demographic
variables to changes in RBRPTS, which would tell us whether
further studies should be initiated, regarding the correct assessment of RBRPTS in the future. The two sensitivity tests performed are explained in the following sections. The tests are identified as ST1 (involving a 10% increase in the value of RBRPTS)
and ST2 (involving a 10% decrease in the value of RBRPTS).

Sensitivity test

ST1. In this test, RBRPTS is increased by 10%.
are noticed in the demographic
variables such as P, BR, and TF, as shown in Figures 8 and 9.
The changes dTF, dBR, and dP for ST1 are very small and hence
are not explicitly visible in the graph up to 1976. But after the
As

a

result, marked changes

Figure

9.

Sensitivity of total fertility, birth
m

reduction in birth

rate per

rate and death rate
thousand (RBRPTS).

to

changes

year 1976, the difference becomes more prominent as shown
in Figure 8. ST1 has caused a reduction in the value of all

demographic variables

without altering the general mode of
behaviour of the system relative to RUN1. P and BR have
registered maximum reduction in the year 2001. The values
of P and BR in 2001 are found to be 835 x 106 and 5.3 x 106,
respectively. But in the case of TF, the maximum reduction of
dTF=0.2933 occurs in the year 1996, whereas in 2001
dTF 0.2759. The changes in DR due to ST1 are found to be
only marginal. The incremental changes of P, BR, TF, and DR
at different time points beyond 1976 are shown in Table 6.
=

RBRPTS is reduced by 10%. This has
increase in P, BR, and TF as shown in Figures 8 and
9. DR is found to be insensitive to changes in RBRPTS, as in
ST1. The associated variations are shown in Figures 8 and 9.
The incremental changes of the variables are indicated in Table
6. Note that ST2 has caused BR to increase to 9.78x 10&dquo; and
P to 903 x 106 in the year 2001.

Sensitivity test ST2. Here,

caused

an

From the above two tests we conclude that the changes in
RBRPTS do not alter the general behaviour mode of the system.
This is in agreement with the conclusion arrived by Meadows

Figure 8. Sensitivity of population to changes

in reduction

in

birth

rate per

thousand (RBRPTS).

Table 6. Sensitivity of population, total fertility, birth and death

d Values

are

relative

to RUN1I

M=Million

a1.1& which states that complex systems (such as societal
systems) tend to exhibit the same behaviour mode over a wide

et

rates to

changes

in reduction in birth rate per thousand (RBRPTS).

RUN1 = Normal

run

(See Table 3 for details)
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range of parameter values; their behaviour mode is determined more by their structure than by the precise values of their
numerical parameters. But RBRPTS is a sensitive variable which
considerably affects TF and BR, thereby causing substantial
changes in population values. Hence more precise data on
RBRPTS would greatly enhance the accuracy of the results.

CONCLUSIONS
This study, by means of a computer simulation model, gives
a scientific method for understanding the dynamics of growth
of the population system of India. We present in brief the important conclusions drawn. Various policies have been tested
and the growth trends of the population up to the year 2026
have been studied. The model shows that any slackness in birth
control efforts would generate an explosive situation, as shown
by policy RUNS, in which the population reaches an alarming
figure of 1,180 million by the year 2001. Increasing the birth
control efforts, drastically characterised as policies RUN3 and
RUN2, would give rise to populations in the order of 811 million
and 785 million respectively, in the years 2015 and 2016. Alternate policies could be chosen from among RUN 1, RUN 1 (1),
RUN (2) or RUN4. Policy RUN 1, moderate birth control policy,
may be easier to be implemented than the other policies
because of the smaller number of total couples to be covered
by birth control measures. By this policy, the population
reaches a maximum and equilibrium value of 850 million in
the year 2005. RUN1 (1 ) shows that an increase in the marriage
age of women has an impact in reducing the total population
(as compared to RUN 1) by 20 million in the year 2001. If the
quality of life (indicated by the nutrition level and per capita
income of the respective group j) is of main consideration, then
policy RUN1 (2), which represents a more equitable distribution of income, could be chosen even though this policy gives
rise to a higher population than that for RUN4, RUN1 or
RUN 1 (1). If an intermediate quality of life is desired along with
low population, RUN4 could be chosen.
Birth rates per thousand during the period 1975 to 2010 vary
from 37-35 to 14-11 for various population policies. After its
implementation, any population policy will take at least six
years before a decline in population growth rate is felt and will
cause the population to stabilize only after 30 years. The study
also gives the total couples to be protected by all methods of
birth control measures for implementing the various population policies. For different policies, the age structure of population gives information for proper planning of educational, and
health care facilities and on the work force available in the
country. This information is important in the selection of a
suitable birth control policy by considering available national
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